likely is a general impression of a poet's work. Because he has to read so many poems, an editor looks for originality, automatically rejecting conventional topics and tones. During this hurried moving from one poetic world to the next, the editor may find it hard to keep his poetic standards in mind. To help he may have a few key poems for mental reference, as Matthew Arnold used his famous "touchstones," but they won't match some kinds of poems at all.
At the editorial meeting an editor reads aloud the poets listed by one or more editors (perhaps one-third of those read at the first stage). Through experience we have learned to value this reading aloud, however hard the poem may be to follow. Reading poems with the eye alone, you can and do skip here and there, glancing by the weaker lines. The reader's attention is selective then, and he's looking for certain qualities. In contrast, the ear must hear every word. It is re markable how many otherwise striking poems cannot pass this simple test. Many of the editors' first loves evaporate right here. The reader's interpretation of a poem can affect our response, so one editor normally reads all the poems aloud.
We hear each poem in the same voice to make comparisons easier. After our first year of editorial apprenticeship, we found that agreement on the best poems is quick, unanimous and sure. Little discussion is needed to reach a consensus. Marginal poems are the ones that produce split votes, while neither obviously successful nor unsuccessful poems prompt much analysis. To focus our disagreement, one editor will explain what he finds valuable in a poem and attempt to convince the others. That he seldom succeeds beyond convincing him self about his own preference may say less about our editors' critical abilities than about the intuitive nature of judgment when it works well. The more explaining a poem takes, the more likely it is to be marginally successful. Paradoxically, these are the poems we come to understand most thoroughly before rejecting them.
We accept many poems that we cannot explain in detail, although not without During our first year, the editors felt a need for explicit criteria for poems, but we never got the list made, perhaps sensing it would be hard to agree and that it wasn't essential for judging anyway. Some poetry magazines begin with a public manifesto and maintain strong editorial opinions throughout. Because the only thing we're rebelling against is mediocrity in contemporary poetry, Field has avoided such declarations. That we did not state our purposes publicly doesn't mean the editors lack criteria?only that they are implied in the poems chosen. (The first ball poem may be inspired by the second. "Cottonmouth Country" echoes Lowell and Eliot "Sundown" owes too much to Roethke.)
II. Criteria implicit in our judgments

